GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
U.O. Note No.2890/Plg.VII/2017-8

Dated:30.12.2017

Sub :- Planning Department – Janmabhoomi Maa Vooru 2018 – Further
instructions on conduct of daily theme-wise discussions at
village level -- Instructions -- Reg.
@@@
As per the decisions taken during the Video conference with Secretaries /
HODS / Collectors on 29/12/2017, following decisions are communicated
taking necessary

for

action by all the Collectors, Secretaries and Nodal officers

concerned.
1) The program management committee to be constituted at village
level as per clause 2.6.1 of guidelines should immediately meet and
prepare a detailed 10 days program for events to take place in each
Grampanchayat / Ward as part of activity (b).
2) Each collector has to organize to print the household-wise benefit
given in the manner exhibited during the video conference. In case of
bigger Grampanchayat, ward wise lists can be published. In this
connection, the collectors can take the data from the portal
developed by PR & RD Department on CM 25 securities maintaining
consistency with People Hub verified data.
3) As part of the daily afternoon theme based discussion, the CM
Message will be telecasted live from 3.00 pm exactly. Therefore, it is
requested to ensure that all the preparatory or opening ceremonial
works are completed before 3.00 pm positively.
4) A large number of students related to theme have been asked to act
as a theme based facilitator. It was decided that these students
should summarise experience and suggestions and furnish a report
which should be uploaded along with the village profile on the
theme of the day by the person responsible. The department
concerned with the theme should analyse all the reports and take
action on the suggestions. The students who have furnished a
detailed and excellent report will be invited for a state level
function.
5) It was also decided that some of the good agricultural produce /
products from the village or in other such product can be displayed

in the exhibition along with graphical charts and data to be
displayed for the theme of the day.
6) It is also requested that the team leader for the mandal level mobile
team and the person responsible for village level static team
should upload the Activity A & Activity B of the Daily Report
respectively, upon conduct of the event through the ‘app’ being
provided by RTG. Detailed guidelines will be issued by RTG.
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